JURGEN Habermas, the renowned, contemporary German philosopher, has said that "the Russian Revolution and the establishment of the Soviet system are the historical facts" which have paralysed the interpretation of Marxism. All too often Marxism is equated with the Russian or Chinese experience, and Marx's actual thought has been submerged beneath the encrustations of Lenin, Stalin, or Mao.
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In this present climate, Professor Maguire's new book is especially welcome. Professor Maguire (who now holds the Chair of Sociology in UCC) is a distinguished Marx scholar who writes clearly, (an admirable achievement given the convoluted nature of Marx's own prose) and pointedly about Marx's own theories. His first book, Marx's

These early hopes, that the bourgeois would follow their own self-interest and create a democracy, which the workers would finally overthrow, were shortlived. After 1848 Marx moved away from revolutionary politics towards the more sobering task of economic and political critique. Marx's central recognition in economics was that capitalism lives by crises. Classical economists had seen these crises as accidental intersections of events; Marx saw them as inherent in the structure of capitalism itself. His greatness, as a critic, was his recognition that critique was rooted in the objective nature of the crises themselves. (It is instructive to reflect on the change which has come over political thinking in the wake of the 1973 oil embargo.) As the crises recur with increasing severity, people are forced to rethink their commitment to a political ideology, or more correctly, the ideology fails to provide a cover-up of the crisis. Maguire gives the example of mass unemployment as a fact which no ideology can effectively cover. From crises comes critique, from critique comes revolutionary practice. This is perhaps the essence, though simplified, of Marx's theory of revolution.

Professor Maguire has included excellent sections on Marx's supposed determinism. Marx neither held that all motivation is economic in essence, nor did he hold that a proletariat would necessarily achieve a revolution. This would contradict his own methodology, which can provide a critique only within the historical context. Future predictions belong to myth not Marxist science. Other criticisms are valid—the notion of the proletariat is now recorded as too simplistic and monistic for contemporary Marxism.

I have only two minor criticisms to make of this excellent book. First, what Maguire says about Marx agrees very much with what continental philosophers, such as Habermas, are saying. Why so neglect of Habermas? Maguire's bibliography in general neglects French and German theorists. Second, the text-book manner of presentation, with its introductions, summaries and abbreviations, makes reading difficult and perhaps will serve to discourage the wider audience this book so undoubtedly deserves. It is clear that Marx scholarship now flourishes in Ireland.